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Critical Design Issues

nn StakesStakes

nn StudentStudent--level reportinglevel reporting

nn Reporting statisticReporting statistic

nn Evaluation designEvaluation design

nn PerformancePerformance--based assessmentbased assessment

nn National comparisonsNational comparisons

nn Releasing test questionsReleasing test questions

The purpose of this presentation is to discuss issues that should be thought 
about when designing an assessment program.  While some of the issues are 
technical in nature, most are issues that policy-makers can and should have 
some understanding of.

These seven topics are all issues that can be resolved in several different 
directions, and each choice can and should influence the design of an 
assessment.  The rest of this presentation provides an overview of the issues 
for each of these topics in turn.
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Impact of Testing

nn Testing is a means by which achievement Testing is a means by which achievement 
levels can be increasedlevels can be increased

nn In the short term, people move in the In the short term, people move in the 
direction that they think tests lead themdirection that they think tests lead them

nn In the long term, test results are valuable In the long term, test results are valuable 
only to the extent that they permit valid only to the extent that they permit valid 
inferencesinferences

Policy-makers have become more interested in assessment programs over the past 
decade as a means to bring about improvement in the educational system.  Testing can 
have this effect, although the answer to improved achievement does not reside alone in 
testing.  But testing can play a significant role in a systemic effort at reform.

An important point to understand is that teachers will teach to what they think the test is.  
At the beginning of the testing program, a number of myths about what the new tests 
test, and how to best prepare students to take those tests, will emerge.  Good designers 
will take advantage of this process to guide instruction even further in the intended 
direction  than would be warranted by a close examination of the tests.

This advantage will last only a short while, however--perhaps a few years.  After that, 
teachers will understand the tests more thoroughly and will have developed their own 
ideas on how to best prepare students for the tests.

People assume that test scores are valid.  That is, that a group that scores higher than 
another in fact has higher achievement.  There are many reasons why this might not be 
true--unreliability, inappropriate preparation, and inappropriate test-taking procedures 
are at least three.  The higher the stakes, the more important it is that the results are valid 
without further interpretation--but the less likely that this will be the case.
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Stakes

nn The extent to which people perceive there The extent to which people perceive there 
will be consequences as a result of testingwill be consequences as a result of testing

nn Different people will have different Different people will have different 
perceptions;  therefore, the operational perceptions;  therefore, the operational 
stakes will vary from person to personstakes will vary from person to person

nn Importance of feedback systemImportance of feedback system
uuReset stakesReset stakes

uuAlter system information and trainingAlter system information and training

The point here is that stakes are what people perceive them to be--not what the policy-makers 
believe they are.  And what one person sees as low stakes may very well be perceived as high stakes 
by someone else.  Three main points need to be made:

1. As a group, teachers tend to be concerned about the impression their school has in the 
community.  Thus, what most would see as fairly low stakes (the results will be printed in the 
newspaper) are generally seen as high stakes by teachers.

2.  If students don’t have stakes, they may not try their hardest (and certainly will be perceived by 
many teachers as not trying their hardest).  Consequently, without student stakes, test results may be 
perceived to be invalid.

3.  Because there will be a broad range of responses to stakes, there will be ample anecdotal 
evidence to support two positions:  that the stakes are too high and also too low.  As with many 
elements of a new testing program, it is critical to have a system of surveys in place to provide 
accurate and representative information that policy-makers will need to make modifications to the 
system.  Also needed is feedback on what teachers are doing in response to the system, so that 
adjustments can be made in the information on student scores and training for teacher improvement 
that is being provided.
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Stakes

nn Higher stakes means:Higher stakes means:
uu greater likelihood of people paying attention to greater likelihood of people paying attention to 

the resultsthe results

uu greater likelihood that teachers will teach greater likelihood that teachers will teach 
directly to the testdirectly to the test

uu greater likelihood that some people will do greater likelihood that some people will do 
inappropriate things to raise scoresinappropriate things to raise scores

uu greater likelihood that some people will attempt greater likelihood that some people will attempt 
to publicly discredit resultsto publicly discredit results

Stakes should not be chosen lightly.  While raising stakes will have some 
positive benefits, there are significant costs to stakes--and the higher the 
stakes, the higher those costs will be.  Therefore, it is imperative to choose 
stakes that get the appropriate attention, but no higher.  In general, it is my 
opinion that stakes in large-scale assessment programs are set too high for 
teachers, that additional, externally-imposed stakes for elementary school 
children are largely unnecessary, and that there is no good answer to setting 
stakes for high school students--especially juniors and seniors.  Again, this is 
why it is important to get accurate information on the effect of stakes.  Perhaps 
more than any other item in an assessment design, it is critical to get this part 
of the program right--stakes that are too low will result in an ineffective 
(unnoticed) program;  stakes that are too high will lead to results that cannot 
(and should not) be believed.
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Issues of Stakes

nn Higher costsHigher costs
uuLarger infrastructureLarger infrastructure
uuNew items each yearNew items each year

uuGreater documentationGreater documentation

nn More rules and standardizationMore rules and standardization

nn Longer timelines for implementationLonger timelines for implementation

nn Less flexibility in designLess flexibility in design

As noted in the previous slide, high stakes have costs to the validity of the program.  But there 
are other costs that need to be recognized as well.

Programs with higher stakes need systems to ensure all rules are being followed.  They need 
public relations efforts to ensure that misinformation is responded to.  They need to ensure that 
results are not misapplied, and they need to investigate complaints of unfairness.

Tests need to be released after each administration.  This promotes public dialogue about the 
tests, allows those affected by the stakes to thoroughly review their results, and helps prepare 
everyone for future editions of the test.  This, of course, means that new questions must be 
developed for each administration, which must be equated to previous versions.

Because the program will come under greater scrutiny from the public, and often from the 
courts, all decisions must be documented to a greater degree.

Putting all this in place, and preparing both the educational community and the public for it, 
takes considerably more time than the typical preparation for a new testing program.

Finally, the higher the stakes, the less flexibility a state can have in the design of its program.  A 
decade ago, when stakes were much lower than they are now, statewide testing programs varied 
widely.  Today, with stakes generally much higher, programs look more alike.
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Student-Level Reporting

nn Requires more time and moneyRequires more time and money----a factor of a factor of 
55

nn “Diagnostic” testing“Diagnostic” testing----another factor of 5another factor of 5

nn A critical factor in setting stakesA critical factor in setting stakes

Choosing a level of reporting is a critical decision.  A decade ago, many statewide testing 
programs were reported at the school level and not at the student level.  For many good reasons--
including the fair distribution of consequences for performance--there is more demand today that 
reporting be done at the student level.

This change increases the cost of assessment programs by a factor of 5 and increases the amount 
of testing time needed by a factor of 5.  If tests were purely multiple-choice, the increase in cost 
might not be problematic;   but when costs for assessment programs are going up dramatically 
anyway because of the addition of performance-based assessment, this additional cost can be a 
real concern.

This increase in cost and time is to obtain a general statement of performance level for students.  
Many people call for “diagnostic” testing of students, which usually makes no sense for statewide 
testing programs.  The costs are far too great, and the information generally not as useful as 
necessary.  First of all, unless the tests are computer-adaptive (impractical for current statewide 
testing), all students, even those who have already mastered an objective, need to take all items.  
This means that testing time will be largely wasted for many students.  Second, for a test to be 
truly diagnostic, it needs to be generated directly from the curriculum to which results will be 
applied.  Since there generally is no statewide curriculum, it usually would not be possible to 
construct a truly diagnostic test, even if the time and money were available.  Finally, large-scale 
performance-based assessments take months to score.  By the time results are returned to schools, 
they have little diagnostic value.
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Reporting Statistic

nn Mean scoresMean scores

nn Percentage of students achieving Percentage of students achieving 
proficiencyproficiency

In the past, the primary reporting statistic was a school mean. Student scores 
were reported as percentile ranks or scaled scores.

For many good reasons, including vastly improved communication with the 
public, many statewide testing programs are moving to reporting performance 
relative to level of proficiency or standard.  This is a change with several 
implications.
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Issues of Reporting in Terms of 
Proficiency
nn Greater meaning for publicGreater meaning for public

nn NAEPNAEP
uuGrade 4 readingGrade 4 reading----28 percent28 percent

uuGrade 4 mathGrade 4 math----20 percent20 percent

uuGrade 8 mathGrade 8 math----23 percent23 percent

nn Progress can be understood betterProgress can be understood better

nn Loss of statistical efficiencyLoss of statistical efficiency

Reporting in terms of standards allows us to engage the public in a discussion of “how good is good 
enough.”  The  materials from Arkansas demonstrate the power of using samples of student work to 
(1) communicate what the standard actually is, and (2) engage the public in the discussion.

Laying all the information bare to the public involves a major planning decision, however.  NAEP 
standards are often talked about as “high” standards.  In fact, when people get a chance to look at 
actual student work, they don’t think that those standards are particularly high.  Yet, only about a 
quarter of students nationwide meet even those standards.  If the public is to be engaged in the 
discussion of what is acceptable work, much planning must be done to prepare them for the very high 
percentages of students who will not meet those standards, even in the best of states.  In particular, 
policy makers must not paint themselves into a corner selling a program on the basis of high stakes 
for students when they will be unable to deliver on those promises when very high percentages of 
students fail to reach the desired standards.  There are many issues that can be addressed on this 
topic, including maintaining constant standards and distinguishing between standards and 
consequences.

A great advantage to reporting in terms of standards is that progress can be understood much more 
readily by the public and others.  To know, for example, that the percentage of Proficient students 
has increased from 15 to 30 percent means much more to people than knowing that the average 
percentile rank of test scores has gone up 10 points.

Although it is a technical issue, policy makers should be aware that multi-level accountability indices 
have only about 70 percent of the efficiency of means--and pass/fail indices have far less efficiency 
than that.
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Evaluation Design

nn PointPoint--inin--timetime
uuRelative to all schoolsRelative to all schools
uuRelative to schools like oursRelative to schools like ours

nn ImprovementImprovement

In the past, statewide testing programs generally evaluated schools on the basis 
of how they did in one particular year, or their average over a few years.  Since 
quality of teaching is only one factor in the scores schools attain,  such an 
evaluation system can be unfair.  Low scoring schools are not necessarily 
doing a poor job of teaching, and high scoring schools are not necessarily 
doing a good job--a school’s score is significantly affected by the achievement 
levels of the students before they start school and by the quality of their lives 
at home.

To improve on  this system, assessment programs began to develop statistics 
that allowed schools to compare themselves to “schools like theirs.”  While an 
improvement on the old system, there were many reasons why this system was 
considered unacceptable.  For one thing, it often took on the appearance of 
“excuse-making;”  i.e., that low scoring schools from poor areas were doing 
OK, since they were doing at least as well as other poor schools.

The current trend is to hold all students and all schools to one standard, but to 
make the system more fair by evaluating schools on the basis of progress.
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Issues of Evaluating in Terms of 
Improvement
nn FairnessFairness

nn ReliabilityReliability
uuSources of errorSources of error

nn CrossCross--sectional vs. longitudinalsectional vs. longitudinal

nn Advantages of dividing testing among Advantages of dividing testing among 
adjacent gradesadjacent grades

Such a system is probably more fair, but progress is more difficult to detect than point-
in-time status, since there is error associated with both the pre-test and the post-test, and 
errors are additive.

An important point to understand is that uncertainty in a school’s score comes from 
many sources, but 80 percent of the uncertainly in a typical school comes from the fact 
that students change from year to year, and a school may well be judged as improving or 
declining simply because the students have changed from one year to the next.

Some have called for a longitudinal design--for example, testing the third graders one 
year and the fourth graders the next.  This usually is not the answer.  There is no way to 
assure the comparability of standards from one year to the next, schools are not held 
accountable for students who move between pre-test and post-test, and testing costs are 
doubled.

A design that is just beginning to be thought of and implemented involves dividing the 
testing across grades--say, giving the reading and math in grade 4 and the science and 
social studies in grade 5.  This is a model that dramatically reduces uncertainty, has 
trivial increases in cost over single-grade designs, and divides testing burden and 
accountability over more grades.  This is an idea that designers should keep in mind.
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Performance-Based Assessment

nn What you test is what you getWhat you test is what you get
uuWhat teachers perceive you are testing is what What teachers perceive you are testing is what 

you getyou get

uuWhat teachers perceive you are testing is what What teachers perceive you are testing is what 
you get, provided they have the necessary you get, provided they have the necessary 
training and experiencetraining and experience

nn What you test is what “it” isWhat you test is what “it” is

Lauren Resnick made the phrases “What you test is what you get,” and “What you don’t test is 
what you don’t get” popular.  They are accurate reflections of the point of view that what you 
include in a statewide testing program will attract the attention of teachers--and the higher the 
stakes, the more attention you will attract.

Experience has shown that this is not the whole story, however. As noted earlier, teachers 
develop their own mythology about what they need to teach in order to have their students 
score well on the tests.  Thus, what they think the test is about is what they will teach.

And finally, we often overestimate the capacity of teachers to change, even when they 
understand that they should.  If they don’t have the training and experience to change, their 
attempts to do so will be unsuccessful.  It is when this frustration is combined with a high 
stakes testing situation that the worst examples of inappropriate behavior occur.

Test operationally define the content standards.  Teachers and others often don’t understand 
what they are supposed to be teaching just from reading content standards.  But when they see 
the test, it all becomes much clearer.  There are several implications to this, such as the 
importance of having the tests reflect the instruction desired, and the need to have tests out in 
the public for some time before holding people accountable for improving scores on them.
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Issues of Performance-Based 
Assessment
nn CostCost

nn TimeTime

nn ReliabilityReliability

nn Reliability of ScoringReliability of Scoring

nn ValidityValidity

Given the potential that statewide tests have to influence instruction, most states are including at least 
some performance-based assessment tasks in their tests.  This is not done without incurring additional 
costs in a variety of ways.

The first obvious cost is the cost of task development and scoring.  Both are significantly higher than 
similar costs for multiple-choice tests.

The good news about open-response questions is that they provide as much information as 3-4 typical 
multiple-choice questions.  The bad news is that a single open-response question takes over 10 times 
as long to answer as a typical multiple-choice question.  As a result, if an open-response test is 
constructed to have the same reliability as a multiple-choice test, its administration time will about 
about 3 times as long.  That usually is a workable number, but is a significant increase in testing time.

People generally assume that the talk they have heard about the inadequate reliability of accountability 
systems (e.g., Kentucky) is due to the unreliability of scoring. That is not true.  Scoring (actually, 
coding) of open-response tests is quite accurate.  Unreliability, where it occurs, is primarily due to the 
sampling of students, and that will be true whether the test is multiple-choice or open-response.

Such talk also ignores the considerable sources of unreliability associated with multiple-choice 
questions not present in performance-based assessment--the most obvious example of which is 
guessing.  The probability that a student will correctly guess the answer to a multiple-choice question 
is far higher than the probability that a scorer will miscode a student’s response to an open-response 
question.

As noted in the previous slide, tests must be true or valid reflections of desired outcomes if teachers 
are to change instruction in the intended direction.
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Saving Costs Through Sampling

nn Cannot sample studentsCannot sample students
uuProblems with both reliability and validityProblems with both reliability and validity

nn Can sample questionsCan sample questions
uuBut only for schoolBut only for school--level reportinglevel reporting

uuNote that any test is a sample of questionsNote that any test is a sample of questions

nn Can distribute tests across gradesCan distribute tests across grades

Given the increased costs of a performance testing program, it is good to ask how those costs might be 
reduced.  In the past, sampling has been an answer for some programs.

One cannot effectively sample students within schools for a high-stakes program.  Given that sampling 
of students is the major source of error in school-level data, one must test all the students available.  In 
addition, with a high-stakes testing program, one cannot assume that the sample any school would 
provide would be representative.

Sampling questions is a good way to reduce time spent in testing, but this works only for school-level 
data.  When students are the unit of analysis, it is very beneficial to have all students take the same 
questions.  An approach that Maine and Kentucky have used is to administer a set of questions in 
common across all students, and then to supplement those questions with additional matrix-sampled 
questions.  Remember that any test is a sample taken from the domain of all possible questions--so the 
issue isn’t whether sampling is being done, but rather, what type of sampling makes the most sense.

As noted in an earlier slide, distributing tests across grades is an excellent way of distributing 
accountability, reducing the amount of time any one student is tested in a given year, and dramatically 
reducing the error due to sampling students.
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National Comparisons

nn Publishers’ testsPublishers’ tests

nn NAEPNAEP

nn Differences between national and states’ Differences between national and states’ 
own internal normsown internal norms

Today, most states are calling for national comparisons for their tests.  Some 
are retreating to publishers’ norm-referenced tests in order to obtain those 
norms.  The norms provided by publishers’ NRTs have been known to be 
greatly inflated in the past, and there is no assurance that the norms provided 
with the latest versions of publishers’ tests are any better.

Accurate national norms are available through NAEP.  In fact, the most 
accurate comparisons of states to the nation as a whole are available from the 
Trial State Assessments that NAEP conducted in 1992, 1994 and 1996.

An important issue to be addressed about “national comparisons” is what it is 
we would like our students to be compared against.  When different state tests 
are based on different content specifications, and there are different levels of 
motivation to perform well on the test, comparisons may be meaningless.  For 
example, if a state selects an NRT to make its national comparisons, but then 
establishes high stakes for performance and uses the same edition of the test 
year after year, the “national comparisons” it obtains have little relationship to 
how their students would do compared to the peers nationwide if another test 
were administered under different conditions.
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One State vs. the Nation--Percent 
below Basic

State Tied
for 14th out

of 43
Nation

Grade 4 Math
(1996)

33 38

Grade 8 Math
(1996)

33 39

Grade 4 Reading
(1994)

41 41

These data are for a state that tied for 14th out of 43 states that participated in the 1996 NAEP Trial 
State Assessment in mathematics at grade 4.  In this state, 33 percent of the  students scored below 
Basic on grade 4 math in the 1996 Trial State Assessment;  the comparable statistic for the country as a 
whole was the 38 percent.  Thus, if in-state norms were used instead of national norms, a student who 
was reported at the 33rd percentile actually would have scored at the 38th percentile if national norms 
had been used.

Suppose a student scored at the 50th percentile in this state and we told his/her parents that, and 
suppose further that we even left the impression that those were national norms.  We would not be 
telling the whole truth--in fact, the student would be scoring above the 50th percentile when compared 
to students nationwide.  But how much above the 50th percentile? Something less than 10 points;  and 
probably something closer to 5 or 6.

Now here is the big question.  If we told a set of parents that their child was scoring at the 50th 
percentile when the child really was at the 57th percentile, how much of a difference would that make?  
Would anyone really make a different operational decision, on the basis of one test, on the basis of 7 
percentile points?  Hopefully not, since the standard error of measurement on the test is likely to be far 
higher than that.

If it doesn’t make sense to change decisions on the basis of a few percentile points, why spend the 
money and change the design of the assessment to collect the data?   Why not report highly accurate 
state percentile ranks (available for free) instead of national percentile ranks with doubtful accuracy 
that come at great cost, and are likely to be different only in trivial ways from the state percentile 
ranks?
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One State vs. the Nation--Percent 
below Proficient

State Tied
for 14th out

of 43
Nation

Grade 4 Math
(1996)

78 80

Grade 8 Math
(1996)

75 77

Grade 4 Reading
(1994)

72 72

Let’s examine how representative these results might be.  Given, this is a state that is somewhat above 
national averages, but not much, since we know that overall results show that it is tied for 14th out of 
43 states.

First, does the procedure that worked at the bottom of the distribution work at the top, too?  Yes, and in 
this case, even better.  When looking at the upper end of the distribution (percentage of students below 
Proficient), the percentile ranks we would obtain from state norms differ by no more than 2 percentage 
points from national norms--surely a trivial difference by any measure.
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Another State vs. the Nation--
Percent below Basic

State Tied
for 6th out of

43
Nation

Grade 4 Math
(1996)

28 38

Grade 8 Math
(1996)

32 39

Grade 4 Reading
(1994)

34 41

So, then what would be the case if we looked at a state that was much higher scoring?  Here are the data 
for a high-scoring state--its overall results on grade 4 math made it the 6th highest scoring state in the 
nation (tied for 6th).

In this case, the state-level percentile ranks for students at the low end of the distribution are 7-10 
points below comparable national-level percentile ranks.  Again, one must ask the question of whether 
that information (1) is less accurate than similar data obtained from publishers’ “national” norms, and 
(2) if so, whether the amount of error would lead people to make incorrect conclusions.  Given that the 
error would be pessimistic (that is, students actually would be scoring better relative to national norms 
than to state norms), probably not.
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Another State vs. the Nation--
Percent below Proficient

State Tied
for 6th out of

43
Nation

Grade 4 Math
(1996)

76 80

Grade 8 Math
(1996)

76 77

Grade 4 Reading
(1994)

67 72

As was true for the first state, the problem is smaller at the upper end of the distribution.  For the same 
state in the previous slide, the difference between state- and national-level norms is no more than 5 
percentile points for students at the border between Basic and Proficient.
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Another State vs. the Nation--
Percent below Basic

State Tied
for 35th out

of 43
Nation

Grade 4 Math
(1996)

46 38

Grade 8 Math
(1996)

48 39

Grade 4 Reading
(1994)

45 41

Alternatively, what would happen if we looked at a low-scoring state?  Here are the data for a state that 
had a average scaled score higher than only six other states included in the grade 4 math TSA in 1996 
(three states tied for 35th).  Its state-level percentile ranks are 4 to 9 points higher than national 
percentile ranks.  Thus, for example, a student who scored at the 46 percentile in this state in grade 4 
math actually was only at the 38th percentile of national norms. Again, the questions must be asked of 
how much larger (or smaller) this error is than the errors that have been reported to parents on the basis 
of publishers’ norms for years, and what the consequences would be for an error of this magnitude.

If these errors are too large, they could be reduced significantly by obtaining norms for ethnic and
socio-economic groups and adjusting the state’s data by reweighting these categories to national 
averages.  But as can be seen from the data, such adjustment is unnecessary for the vast majority of 
states.
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Another State vs. the Nation--
Percent below Proficient

State Tied
for 35th out

of 43
Nation

Grade 4 Math
(1996)

84 80

Grade 8 Math
(1996)

81 77

Grade 4 Reading
(1994)

77 72

Again, the errors are smaller for the upper end of the distribution.  Although this is one of the lower 
scoring states in the nation, its state-level percentile ranks in the upper end are different from national-
level percentile ranks by only 4-5 points.
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Released Test Questions

nn Removes “black box”Removes “black box”

nn Necessary if high stakes for studentsNecessary if high stakes for students
uuSee Ohio Supreme Court rulingSee Ohio Supreme Court ruling

nn Requires new questions for each Requires new questions for each 
administrationadministration

nn TurnTurn--around time for reportingaround time for reporting

nn Likelihood of an errorLikelihood of an error

If a test is going to be used for high stakes at the student level, the questions used to compute 
student scores must be released at the conclusion of the administration.  If the test is not going to 
be used for high stakes at the student level, much of the test should be released at the conclusion of 
the administration.

Release of test questions is an excellent way to open the dialogue with the public about what the 
test was designed to measure and what it is students are expected to learn.  Experience in other 
states has shown that opponents of testing will create stories about what the test questions are.  The 
most effective way to combat this attack is to provide the public with at least a healthy sampling of 
the questions.  A caution here is that when the items are made public, detractors of the program 
may selectively point to questions that they believe should not have been included in the test.  If 
the test is well-constructed, there should be a balance of items so that these arguments can be 
effectively refuted.  But having the public see the balance is dependent on effective 
communication of the entire test.

Releasing questions, as is true for everything else discussed today, is not without its costs.  The 
costs of developing new questions for each administration is an obvious cost.  A less obvious cost 
is the increase in the amount of time it takes to produce reports, which is confounded with the 
likelihood of introducing an error.  The more that things change from administration to 
administration, the more custom computer programming that has to be done, and the greater the 
likelihood of human error.  If sufficient time is built into the reporting schedule, that likelihood 
can be minimized, but never reduced to zero.

It should be noted that NRTs typically do not have enough forms so that items can be released, so 
one clear advantage of a state-developed test is the ability to release questions at the state’s desire.
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Final Points

nn Need to balance cost, political will, culture Need to balance cost, political will, culture 
and historyand history

nn All these issues interactAll these issues interact

nn No two states’ systems are the sameNo two states’ systems are the same

nn The higher the stakes, the fewer the options The higher the stakes, the fewer the options 
currently availablecurrently available

What is the best assessment and accountability design for a state?  There are as many 
answers as there are states.  All of the issues discussed today interact, and each has 
trade-offs that must be evaluated in terms of the costs that a state is willing to invest 
in its program.  The optimal investment is influenced by the demand for change 
within the state, the will of its political leaders to invest in such change, and the 
culture and history that brings the state to its current decision point.

For this reason, no two states’ testing programs are the same.  However, while there 
was great variation in testing programs in the past, that variation has diminished 
somewhat.  With higher stakes, there is more of a requirement to include 
performance-based questions in the assessment.  Costs and current restrictions of 
technology then limit options, so as stakes have increased, programs have become 
more similar.  As technology improves, so should the flexibility in the design of 
programs.


